Year One Curriculum

Literacy
through TfW

Humanities

Computing

Science

The Arts

Autumn

Spring

Summer

‘Curtains Up’

‘Super Humans’

‘Sandcastles and Ice-Cream’

Fiction: The Gingerbread Man
Non fiction: labels and captions
Fiction: Owl Babies
Non fiction: Nocturnal animals

Fiction: Super Daisy by Kes Gray
Non-fiction: Information text
Fiction: Dogger
Poetry: Being lost

Fiction: Jolly Postman
Non-fiction postcards and letters
Postcard writing-linked to zoo visit
Fiction: Rapunzel
Non fiction: non chronological castles

Where we live and who we are, locate UK on
globe, compare UK locations, create maps
and aerial photos. Human features of a town,
differences between cities and towns/villages
Equator and poles, weather differences, soil
differences
Climates and types of houses
ESafety
Digital content
Algorithms

Peoples way of life in distant past/Places
through time
Local area and school changes
How toys have changed- electric games vs
outside toys
Jobs for children through time and how
childhood has changed
Computers in everyday life
IT beyond school
Digital devices

Maps
beaches and coast lines
Class mascot needs a holiday-postcards
Compare towns/cities/seaside towns

Distinguish between an object and the
material it is made from
Identify and name variety of everyday
materials
Simple properties of materials
Compare and group together different
materials
Explore range of materials; i.e. brick, glass,
wood, etc
Squash, bend, twist, stretch materials
Design a suitable home for the three little
pigs-saying why those resources are suitable
and how you would make it
Testing materials against hairdryer and a
watering can
Naming a wide range of colours
Adding textures to paints
Cooking-Gingerbread Men

Medicines and different treatments
exercise and food groups
Labelling body parts
Fitness and keeping active

Manipulation
Sea and Coast
Internet
Floating and sinking
Seasonal changes and the weather
associated with different times of the year
Plant growth sand vs soil
Animals and different habitats
Building sandcastles

Colour mixing
Van Gogh
Sewing binca blanket

Landscapes
Printing-texture prints and using rollers
Levers/pop up cards

PE and Forest

SMSC

Maths
Maths Hub-White

Dance - weather
Games – Multi Skills
Den building, shelter for the three little pigs
and other characters
Building Stage areas
Beginning and Belonging
My Family and Friends
My and My Emotions
The Family in Christianity:
What difference does belonging to a faith
make to a family?

Gymnastics – Travelling & Balancing
Games – Ball Skills
Magic stick wands
Mud pies
Fairy tea parties
Anti-Bullying
Diversity and Communities
Personal Safety
Places in Christianity:
What makes a church a special place for
Christian people?

Athletics
Games – Ball Skills/Team Games
Sculpt from nature
Managing Risk
Safety Contexts
People in Christianity:
Who was Jesus? A great leader and teacher?

Number, Place value, Addition and Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, Measurements, Fractions, Geometry and Statistics
Following the process Fluency, Reasoning and Problem Solving

Rose
OUTDOOR
LEARNING

Stanwick Lakes
Forest Fridays
Pantomime

Forest Fridays
Year One Wedding-RE

